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Merger of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life completes

The merger of Aberdeen Asset Management PLC and Standard Life plc has completed today to form Standard Life Aberdeen plc. The group’s combined investment business, Aberdeen Standard Investments, will be the UK’s largest active asset manager and one of the largest investment houses globally. It will have over 1,000 investment professionals and AUD $988* billion in assets under management.

Aberdeen Standard Investments brings together the complementary strengths of two major asset managers to create a world class investment management brand with industry-leading expertise across multi-asset and absolute return investment strategies, equities, fixed income, property and alternatives. The combined business in Australia will have over 70 employees in Sydney and Melbourne, including local Australian Equities, Australian Fixed Income and Infrastructure investment teams.

Brett Jollie has been named Managing Director, and Simone Bouch Head of Distribution, for Australasia. Brett Jollie was previously Managing Director of Aberdeen Asset Management, while Simone Bouch was Head of Standard Life Investments for Australasia. Stuart James, who was Aberdeen's Head of Distribution in Australia, retains a senior role in the business. Peter Young AM, Chairman of Standard Life Investments Australasia, will continue to advise the business, working closely with the Australian management team.

Brett Jollie said he is excited about the prospects for the newly-merged business;

“The merger presents compelling opportunities for both clients and colleagues. Our clients gain access to a vast global network of investment experts and a far broader and deeper range of capabilities. Our greater scale means we are well-placed to build tailored solutions and navigate the complex investment environment in which we now operate. Our people will benefit from being part of a global business with scale and diversity.”

Simone Bouch said the merger created a powerful and truly global distribution reach across institutional and wholesale markets;

“One of the most exciting aspects of this merger is the depth and breadth of complementary investment expertise that we can offer clients. We will continue to offer the world class products and services for which we have become globally renowned but will now operate with a greatly enhanced local, regional and global network to better service our clients, consultants and strategic partners. As we integrate our businesses over the coming months we are committed to maintaining our focus on investment excellence and the highest level of client service.”
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Notes to editors

• Aberdeen Standard Investments is a leading global asset manager dedicated to creating long-term value for our clients, and is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life Investments.

• With over 1,000 investment professionals we manage AUD $988bn* of assets worldwide. We have clients in 80 countries supported by 50 relationship offices. This ensures we are close to our clients and the markets in which they invest.

• We are high-conviction; long-term investors who believe teamwork and collaboration are the key to delivering repeatable, superior investment performance. We are resolute in our commitment to active asset management.

• Aberdeen Standard Investments is the asset management business of Standard Life Aberdeen plc, one of the world’s largest investment companies.

• Standard Life Aberdeen plc is headquartered in Scotland. It has around 1.2 million shareholders and is listed on the London Stock Exchange. The Standard Life Aberdeen group was formed by the merger of Standard Life plc and Aberdeen Asset Management PLC on 14 August 2017.

• *Standard Life AUM/AUA data as at 30 June 2017. Aberdeen Asset Management AUM data as at 31 March 2017. All other data as at 30 June 2017.

Important Information

The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and you may get back less than the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future results. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each investor and may be subject to change in the future. We recommend that you seek financial advice prior to making an investment decision.

Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life Investments. The details contained here are for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, investment recommendation, or solicitation to deal in any investments or funds and does not constitute investment research, investment recommendation or investment advice in any jurisdiction. Any research or analysis used to derive, or in relation to, the above information has been procured by us for our own use, without taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific investor, and may have been acted on or own purpose. No warranty is given as to the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this communication and no liability for errors or omissions in such information. Readers must make assessments to the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this communication and make such independent investigations, as they may consider necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessments. Any opinion or estimate contained in this communication are made on a general basis. No information contained herein constitutes investment, tax, legal or any other advice, or an invitation to apply for securities in any jurisdiction where such an offer or invitation is unlawful, or in which the person making such an offer is not qualified to do so.

This communication is available for distribution by the following Aberdeen Asset Management affiliates:

In the United States, Aberdeen Standard Investments is the marketing name for the following affiliated, registered investment advisers: Aberdeen Asset Management Inc., Aberdeen Asset Managers Ltd, Aberdeen Asset Management Ltd, Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Ltd and Aberdeen Capital Management, LLC.

Aberdeen Standard Investments is the marketing name in Canada for the following affiliated registered entities: Aberdeen Asset Management Inc., Aberdeen Fund Distributors, LLC, and Aberdeen Asset Management Canada Limited. Aberdeen Asset Management Inc. is registered as a Portfolio Manager in the Canadian provinces of Ontario, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia and as an Investment Fund Manager in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and Newfoundland and Labrador. Aberdeen Asset Management Canada Limited is registered as a Portfolio Manager in the province of Ontario. Aberdeen Fund Distributors, LLC, operates as an Exempt Market Dealer in all provinces and territories of Canada. Aberdeen Standard Investments is the marketing name in Brazil for Aberdeen Asset Management Inc. and Aberdeen do Brasil Gestão de Recursos Ltda. Aberdeen do Brasil Gestão de Recursos Ltda. is an entity duly registered with CVM as an investment manager.


Singapore by Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Limited, Registration Number 199105448E.

Hong Kong by Aberdeen International Fund Managers Limited. This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission.

The People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) by Aberdeen Asset Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd in the PRC only.
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Standard Life Investments companies:
Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Standard Life Investments Limited is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Standard Life Investments (Hong Kong) Limited is licensed with and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Standard Life Investments Limited.
Standard Life Investments Limited (ABN 36 142 665 227) is incorporated in Scotland (No. SC123321) and is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under paragraph 911A(2)(l) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the 'Act') in respect of the provision of financial services as defined in Schedule A of the relief instrument no.10/0264 dated 9 April 2010 issued to Standard Life Investments Limited by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. These financial services are provided only to wholesale clients as defined in subsection 761G(7) of the Act. Standard Life Investments Limited is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority under the laws of the United Kingdom, which differ from Australian laws.
Standard Life Investments Limited, a company registered in Ireland (904256) 90 St Stephen’s Green Dublin 2, is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Standard Life Investments (USA) Limited is registered as an Exempt Market Dealer with the Ontario Securities Commission and as an Investment Adviser with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Standard Life Investments (Corporate Funds) Limited is registered as an Investment Adviser with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
Standard Life Investments (Japan) Limited, registered to Head of Kanto Local Financial Bureau (financial instrument business 2913) is licensed with and regulated by the Financial Services Agency in Japan, and is an association member of Japan Investment Advisers Association, and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Standard Life Investments Limited.
Standard Life Investments (Singapore) Pte. Ltd is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore and licensed under the Securities and Futures Act (License No.: CMS100581-1), and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Standard Life Investments Limited.